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A STUDY OP ARMATURE INDUCTANCE OF ALTERNATORS
I INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this thesis is to study the elec-
tro-magnetic phenomena which take place in the armature of
a synchronous machine. Alternating current flowing in the
armature conductors sets up a magneto-motive force, which
weakens or strengthens the field flux. This phenomena is
known as armature reaction. In addition to this, there
are local fluxes around the conductors which set up an elec-
tro-motive force opposing the flow of current. The effect
of these so called local fluxes is known as armature re-
actance. It is to this reactance that the writers have de-
voted the greater attention.
First of all comes the question of the importance
of this reactance, and why it is desirable to know its
value. Slot reactance, or its fundamental factor, slot
inductance, is important "because it limits the instantan-
eous short circuit current, and because it affects the
regulation of the alternator. The rush of current upon
short circuiting an alternator sets up an m.m.f. which op-
poses the m.m.f. of the field, and therefore tends to cut
down the flux. This reduction of flux sets up an e.m.f.
in the field winding which is in such a direction as to
keep the field at its normal condition. Therefore, it is
seen that time is necessary for the field to adjust itself
to these conditions, and the rush of instantaneous current

2is limited only by the true impedance of the armature. It
is also evident that the reactance of the slots will affect
the regulation of the machine on account of the reactance
drop in the armature.
II GENERAL THEORY
The loss of e.m.f., or the drop, is due to, (a)
the resistance of the armature; (b ) the inductance of
the armature; and (c) the demagnetizing action of the
armature current. The result of the two latter actions is
to cause a loss of e.m.f. in the armature, of the same char-
acter in so far as the phase relation of the current is con-
cerned. Therefore, it is convenient to attribute the total
effect of these two actions to a fictitious armature induc-
tance called "synchronous reactance".
Consider a single turn, a b, on the armature mov-
ing past the field poles, N S, Pig. 1. Suppose the cur-
rent and e.m.f. to be in phase, then as the conductor ap-
proaches the pole, the current in it creates an m.m.f. that
opposes the field flux. This
demagnetizing action continues
until the position shown in Fig.
2 is reached. The e.m.f. is
now reversed, and since the cur-
rent is in phase with the e.m.f.
Fjy 2.
the current and also the m.m.f.

3is reversed. The m.m.f. now strengthens the field, as
shown in Fig. 3. This magnetizing action continues for
the same length of time as the
demagnetizing action, and hence
the only result is that the flux
is crowded to the trailing pole
tips. If the current is lag-
ging behind the e.m.f., the
reversals of current and e.m.f.
do not take place simultaneously,
but the current changes its di-
rection after the e.m.f. There-
fore, the demagnetizing action
mo+ion is present for a longer period
F
/
3. of time than the magnetizing
action, and hence the field is weakened. If the current is
leading the e.m.f., the reverse is true. Therefore, it is
seen that lagging currents demagnetize the field, and lead-
ing currents magnetize.
Whenever there is a relative motion between a mag-
netic field and a conductor in such a way as to change the
number of lines of force enclosed by the conductor, an e.m.f.
is generated. As the current in a conductor of an alter-
nator increases, the lines of force around the conductor
expand and cut all the neighboring conductors, thereby in-
ducing in them an e.m.f. These lines of force are purely

local and do not interlink with the main flux. They
thread thru the teeth and end connections, inducing in
them an e.m.f., which is in such a direction as to oppose
the current producing the flux. Hence it is seen that this
induced e.m.f. will always "be in such a direction as to
oppose the current, and therefore the generated e.m.f. The
effect of the e.m.f. generated "by these local fluxes on
the e.m.f. of the machine is known as armature reactance.
Slot inductance, and hence armature reactance, will
depend upon the position of the pole, because the best path
is afforded to the local flux when the field pole is direct
ly under the slot. Therefore, armature reactance varies
with a frequency that is twice as great as the generating
frequency. A small amount of slot inductance is desirable
"because it keeps the armature current from becoming excess-
ive upon short circuit. Slot inductance is objectionable
because it makes the regulation of the machine poorer.
The other factor entering into the synchronous im-
pedance is the ohmic resistance of the armature conductors.
It is somewhat doubtful 'vhether it is the calculated or
measured value of the resistance which enters into the
synchronous impedance. Some authorities say that, on ac-
count of the eddy currents and skin effects, the resistance
should be increased from 30 % to 250 %, depending upon the
number of phases, size of the conductors, shape of the
slots, etc. The resistance drop, however, is such a small
/
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6portion of the voltage of the machine, that even a large
error in the resistance would have very little effect upon
the voltage regulation.
Ill DESCRIPTION OF THE MACHINE
For studying the quantities described above, al-
ternator No. 95584, Electrical Engineering Laboratory,
University of Illinois, was used. This machine was manu-
factured by the General Electric Company, and is rated as
three phase, six pole, revolving field, 7.5 K.W., 20 amp.,
220 volts, and 1200 R.P.M. This machine was especially
adapted to the tests, as the armature winding is divided
into six parts, the terminals of each part being brot out
to a connection block as shown in Fig. 4. The machine may
be used single phase, two, three,
or six phase, depending upon the
combination of the coils. In
Fig. 5, a vector diagram is
/ shown giving the voltage rela-
tions between the different
phases, based on the assumption
of 50 volts per coil. A com-
plete diagram of the armature
winding is shown in Fig. 6. Each
Fit* 5.
' winding consists of two parallel
parts, one under each set of poles. Instead of reversing
6 5 4 3 2
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7every other coil to put all in series, the odd pole coils
are connected in a separate circuit and placed in parallel
with the even pole coils.
In all there are 72 slots, making 12 slots per
pole. In each of these slots there are 18 conductors of
No. 13 B & S gage. Therefore, 2 coils of 9 turns each
pass thru each slot. Summing up it may be said that there
is one coil per slot, 9 turns per coil, 2 slots and there-
fore 18 turns per pole and phase when the machine is used
six phase. The field winding consists of 385 series turns
per pole.
IV TESTS
The tests made may be divided into three general
classes, and a comparison of the results suggests an ac-
curate method for determining the reactance. Knowing the
dimensions of the slot, the inductance may be calculated;
the reactance, and therefore the inductance, may be found
by impressing an alternating e.m.f. of known magnitude and
frequency on the coil, and noting the current; and the re-
actance may be calculated by the use of the synchronous
impedance curve and the saturation curve.
1. Stationary Impedance Tests
First consider the results obtained by stationary
impedance tests. A scale was constructed which was di-
vided into spaces of 15 electrical degrees each, and a

6pointer, indicating the number of degrees rotation, was
attached to the shaft. The field was then rotated thru
increments of fifteen electrical degrees each, and read-
ings taken of the current, e.m.f., and frequency for each
position of the field poles. Prom these readings, the im-
pedance, reactance, and hence the inductance, may be cal-
culated when the resistance is known. In the following dis-
cussion, the position of the field when the poles are di-
rectly under the slot will be referred to as the mid-pos-
ition.
Tables 4 , yO«7<r*6give the data for three windings,
and hence for six slots per pole and phase. The induc-
tance is calculated per slot by dividing the total induc-
tance by nine. This may be considered as representative
data, and the following discussions will be based on these
conditions.
With the field unexcited, it is seen that the in-
ductance changes with the position of the poles. The
amount of this variation is not very great however, but
with the poles in the mid-position, it is seen that the
inductance is slightly larger than when the poles are re-
moved. This is due to the fact that when the pole shoe is
directly under the slot, a very good path of low reluctance
is afforded for the flux, as shown in Fig. 7. When the
poles are in the position shown in Fig. 8, the reluctance
of the magnetic circuit is slightly increased, due to the

9increased length of path.
When the field is excited by a direct current, a
main flux is produced which threads thru the field poles
and armature. According to the definition of inductance
given above, the flux that causes armature reactance does
not interlink with this main flux, so when the poles are
not in the mid-position, the local flux set up by the con-
ductors cannot thread thru the pole pieces, but must seek
an air path. When the poles are directly under the slot,
the flux seeks the same path as it did when the poles
were not excited, that is thru the air gap and pole shoe.
This flux does not cut any of the field turns, but threads
across thru the pole shoe. The variation in this case is
much greater than with the field unexcited, due to the fact
that the flux is forced to take an air path when the poles
are not in the mid-position.
Referring to the Plate, (cf. page 10), it is seen
that the curves for field excited and field short circuited
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almost coincide. This is what might he expected because
the conditions are the same. In the first case the field
is short circuited thru the armature of the exciter, and
in the second case by a conductor of low resistance. The
minimum value is practically equal to the value found when
the field poles were removed from the machine, showing that
the path of the flux was practically all in the air.
The other data and curves show the results obtained
from the other combinations of windings. All have the
same general shape, and show the characteristics described
above. It is interesting to note that as the winding be-
comes more and more distributed, the minimum value in-
creases and does not drop to the value obtained when the
poles were removed. This is due to the fact that when the
winding becomes fairly well distributed, the pole shoes
overlap the winding, even when the poles are not in the
mid-position, and the path is not strictly thru the air.
From the data given in Table , the following
values were obtained for the inductance per sl.ot. The
constants used in practice to increase this inductance
when there is more than one slot per pole and phase, are
also given. Taking 0.444 milhenrys from the table as a
representative value of inductance, and dividing it by
1.7, the constant for six slots per pole and phase, gives
0.261 milhenrys as the inductance for one slot per pole
and phase. Multiplying this value by the constants as
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given, gives the values found in line 4 of the table. If
these constants are correct, the latter values should
check with those found from the test.
Slots per pole
and phase
Inductance per
slot (tests)
Constants used
in practice
Inductance per
slot (calc)
2 4 6 8 10
.280 .400 .444 .470 .512
1.30 1.50 1.70 1.85 2.00
.340 .392 .444 .483 .522
These results show that the constants used to increase
the inductance when there is more than one slot per pole
and phase are about right. The value for two slots per
pole and phase is rather high, and a value of 1.1 would
be more nearly correct.
2 - Calculation from Slot Dimensions
A mathematical calculation of the slot inductance
has recently been developed, and an outline and appli-
ed
cation of the method will be
given here. Pig. 9 represents
a slot with the local flux di-
vided into four separate parts,
<fo, <£r , fa , and <f>4 . These
fluxes may thread around three
slots as shown in Fig. 10, and
F,a 9. at first sight this may seem
contrary to the calculations. The magnetic path is three
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times as long as that of a single slot, and therefore the
reluctance is three times as great. There are three times
the conductors enclosed by these lines, therefore the m.m.f,
is increased three times. Since
the reluctance and the m.m.f.
are increased in the same pro-
portion, it is quite correct to
assume one slot. Since the per-
meability of soft iron is about
F,cf /O.
2000 times that of air, it is also permissible to neglect
the reluctance of the iron and consider just the air path.
Figure //. represents a slot with the dimensions as
shown, and a general expression for the slot reactance
will be worked out using these di-
mensions. The law of the magnetic
circuit states that the flux is equal
to the magneto-motive force divided
T &
by the reluctance, or <p m .
Now (Rf - ^~7j * where is the
length of the path in centimeters,
Substituting
<q is the area in square centi-
meters, andyCi the permeability.
J.
Replacing the m.m.f. in gilberts by ampere turns, gives
77 nt a
the expression
where N - the number of turns
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and I - maximum current.
Slot dimensions are usually given in inches, therefore,
t 4 TTN1 lo.^S a ' 3,2, N I aj '
where «=? ' - the area in square inches
£> - the length in inches.
Applying this expression to each of the four fluxes and
considering urit length of armature, gives
/ 3.ZNIA . 3.ZNIH , x _ 3-ZNJD . x 3.2 N I £
The last expression is found by taking the differ-
ential area , as shown in Fig. 12.
times the total m.m.f. produces the flux of .
3.2. N I X al %
in the area <s/x
,
length 3 ; i. e.
(-1 N = turnsj x I = 7T- 3.2 • J- = flux.
This flux cuts A/ turns; an equivalent flux to cut all
the turns ( /V ) and give only the same result will be
smaller than this by JL . A>
<^> cuts ^ W turns, therefore <t> cuts /V turns.
This is the flux for the area cfy.
,
passing to the limits
gives the total,
2 3.zni re^ s.z/vze* 3.ZNIEL
The total flux is then equal to the sum of the
separate fluxes, or
where
<f +J%]
£ sa the effective length of the armature
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The e.m.f. induced "by this flux is equal to
\fZ rr f N<f>5
/©•
where f = the frequency
N = effective conductors per slot
5 = the slots per phase.
The reactance per phase may then "be found as follows:
Z. rrfN z 3.Z. ysi
.
', X =
fO m ' /o
This value should be increased somewhat due to the induc-
tance produced hy the flux threading thru the end connec-
tions.
This method will now be applied to the slot found
in the alternator used. A complete drawing of the slot is
shown in Fig. 13, from which the
following dimensions were ob-
tained.
A = 0.226 inches
B = 0.30 n
C = 0.33 "
D = 0.15 "
E = 0.80 w
H = 0.125 "
.3*-^6
'h I Ig \Airjap.ZSa-Qi center
Substituting these values to
find j , gives
= 2.041
.827 ' .33 ' .3 cj
Since one inch of end connections has about ten per cent
as much reactance as one inch of effective conductor,
Cj should.be increased about 11 % in this machine, or
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J- 2.24
If the machine is connected two phase with three
windings per phase, then the effective conductors per
slot would be 9; slots per phase would "be 36; length of
armature 6 inches; and the constant for 6 slots per pole
and phase 1.7 . Substituting
-
2 77 ' 6> °
.ill 3 z _ z ' 3Ct ' 6 ' LI = e>o
The value obtained from the stationary impedance
tests ( cf. page 26 , table 4 ) was 1.51 ohms, which
shows a variation of almost 100 % from the calculated
value. Immediately the question arises as to which value
is correct, if either, and why there is so great a vari-
ation. In order to determine which of these values is cor-
rect, the machine was connected two phase, three coils per
phase, and run with two loads of different power factors.
Readings of field current, e.m.f., load current, and power
output were taken, and the ampere turns excitation was cal-
culated, using both the measured and calculated values of
reactance. The results were then compared with the actual
observed value of excitation. The data as observed was :
I f E ^ I 2 W-l Wg
Non-inductive Load 3.01 167 17.0 17.0 2.84 2.84
Inductive Load 3.58 167 16.2 16.2 2.36 2.35
Figure 14 shows a vector diagram showing the com-
ponents of the excitation. The magnetizing or demag-
netizing action of the armature current is MI, with the
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components m i and m i-^ . The m.m.f. ( n ) corres-
ponding to the real part of the expression ( e + i r + i-^ x ),
is obtained directly from the saturation curve, shown in
Fig. 15, and the component ( n, ) is obtained from the
following proportion
n _ e + i r + 1. x
n
x
~ i x + i/r *
The total m.m.f. is equal to
F =
\J( m i + n-j_ )
2
+ ( mQ i + n )
2
.
The resistance per winding is 0.16 ohm, hence
the resistance of three windings is 0.48 ohm. The arma-
ture reaction
2SO
Zoo
/So
1
3
loo
1
So
2 ;o S » ^
t Turn
SO
1 Field
1 c IS So
i m = 2 i T
= 2 • 17
= 649 .
Therefore
m
649 649
= 38.2
Fig.15. Saturation Curve.
" i * 17
Dr. Berg, in his book
entitled "Electrical
Energy" , states that for
a definite pole machine,
m is equal to about
1/2 m, hence mQ = 19.1 .
From the stationary impedance tests, pagen6 , the reactance
per phase is shown to be 1.51 ohms, and the curves,
Plate I, show a variation of 1 to 2.5, hence xQ is
2.5 times or 2.85 • The calculated value of the

reactance is 0.803 ohms, and the factor used in practice
is 1.5 , hence the calculated xQ is 1.5 times 0.803
or 1.202 ohms. The calculations are given in the follow-
ing table. The measured values of x and x
q
are used
in columns 1 and 3, while the calculated values are
used in columns 2 and 4 . The values of I , E ,
watts etc., are those found in observed data on page 16.
(1
)
17.0 17.0 16.22 16.22
(2) E - 167 167 167 167
(3) Watts - 2840 2840 2360 2360
(4) i - 17.0 17.0 14.12 14.12
(5) ^ " - ~ 8.02 ,8.02
(6) e - 167 167 167 167
(7) ir - 8.16 8.16 6.78 6.78
(8) IjX - - - 12.1 6.39
(9) e - ir - i-^x 175.16 175.16 185.88 180.17
(10) n - - - 906 906 970 944
(11 ixQ - - - 65.5 20.5 54.4 16.86
(12) hr - - - 3.85 3.85(13) ixQ - i r - 65.5 20.5 50.55 13.01(14) nl. - - - " 339 109 263 68.2(15) mp i - - - 325 325 269.7 ' 269.7(16) mij - - - 306.3 306.3
(17) ni - No 1 664 434 532.7 337.9(18) ml-, * n -
(17)V10| - 906 906 1276.3 1250.3(19) 44.1 18.84 28.38 11.34
(20) 82 82 163 156.2
(21) Sum - - - 126.1 100.84 191.38 167.54
(22) F - - - 1123 1003 1383 1294
(23) I f (observed) 3.01 3.01 3.58 3.58
(24) P (observed) 1159 1159 1378 1378
TABLE I - CALCULATIONS OF COMPOUNDING
The results indicate that the measured value is
correct, and that a serious error has been made in cal-
culating the slot inductance. In Plate II
,
Figure 16,

PLATE IT,
19
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slots 1-1,2-2,3-3, constitute one phase, and
slots 4-4,5-5, and 6 - 6 , constitute the other.
When the flux in one phase is a maximum, the flux in the
other is zero; and hence there are six idle teeth between
each group of active teeth. These idle teeth furnish an
excellent path for the flux that was not considered in the
calculation.
The assumption will first be made that the flux
around the six active slots passes thru three of the idle
teeth on each side of the active belt. It is evident that
the flux from each tooth may follow any one of three paths,
since it may pass to any one of the idle teeth on each
side of the active belt. Each of tho three paths may be
taken up separately, and a number of terms of the form
-£2 -t3 -£>4
'
could be added, but a mean length as determined below
will be fully as accurate. The following table gives the
individual flux length as obtained from Fig. 16 .
Path Lengths Total Length
b - b» 4 - .25 4.25
b - c f 3 - .5 3.5
b - d» 3 - .5 3.5
c - V 3 - .5 3.5
c - d 1 .5 - 1.75 - .5 2.75
c - c • .5' - 2 - .5 3.0d-d 1 .5-2 - .5 3.0
d - c» .5 - 1.75 - .5 2.75
d - V 3 - .5 3.5
Mean length = 3.3 inches
TABLE II - CALCULATION OF MEAN LENGTH
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Since the flux from each tooth has three paths and
there are three idle teeth, the area will he nine times
area
that of a single tooth, and the factor, length ' wiH be
9 * Q' gg6 = 0.617 . Corrected for end connections, it
3.3
becomes 0.617 1.11 = 0.685 . Since there are six slots
enclosed by these lines of flux and 9 turns per slot, the
factor N in the reactance expression will now be 54.
There are six such groups of conductors, so s in the
formula will be 6 . Substituting these values in the ex-
pression ^ _
2.- rr • <i>o 3.2. • -S 4? -685 • 0> • Co
= .S>(o7gives - - /0 a,
The total reactance per phase is then equal to 0.867
+ 0.803 = 1.67 ohms, which checks fairly close with
1.51 as measured. The curves for three windings per phase
(cf. Plate I
,
page 10 ) show a variation of about 250 % .
To check this, let the poles be turned to the position
shown in Fig. 17
,
Plate II , and the reactance cal-
culated. Figure 18 shows that there are now two paths
for the flux in the air gap, i.e.
thru the air gap to the field
poles, and thru the air gap to
.
the next tooth. The new term in
the reactance equation will then
be area
2 • air gap The value of
F/9 . 13.
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Increasing this for end connections,
J - 2.479 » 1.11 = 2.755 .
Substituting again in the reactance expression
y Z
TT- (oo . 2 1 • 3.7. Z.15 5 • 3 (. • & /.J
Figure 17 , Plate II , shows the path of the
flux from the three idle teeth with the poles in the se-
cond position. With the conditions as shown, there will
he considerable spreading of the flux, and this point
must be taken into consideration. Assuming that the flux
from tooth b spreads to an area equal to 0.3 +• 0.226
= 0.526
,
a mean air gap area equal to 0*526 + Q.»_226
= 0.376 is obtained. The flux from tooth c will not
spread so much, and a mean air gap area of about 0.3
seems to be about right. Tooth d is so far away that
the spreading in this case will be neglected. From the
figure, the lengths of the flux paths are found to be as
follows: b to pole = .5 inches
c " " = .75 "
d n
.
n =1 inch .
As before, th?re are three paths to every tooth,
and two air gaps, hence the total
Increasing for end connections, J ~ 2.1 • 1.11 = 2.335 .
Substituting as before,
_
2 TT Co . 5* z - 3.2. • 2,33 5- 6 -6 2 a s
x " /O'
The total reactance will then be 2.96 + 0.99 = 3.95
,
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which checks fairly well with 3.85 as measured, and is
about 2.5 times 1.67 , the other calculated value.
From these calculations, it is seen that the slot
reactance expression as generally used does not apply to
two phase alternators, unless some other terms are added.
When the expression was first hrot out, it was used in con-
nection with induction motors, where it works very nicely.
Another reason why it does not apply here, is on account
of the shape of the slot and tooth. In the alternator
used, the width of the tooth was less than the width of
the slot, and also less than the length of the air gap,
which is very uncommon in alternator design. From the
work done it can "be seen that the method if properly used,
will apnly in nearly every case. All of the flux paths
must, however, he considered.
3- Calculation from Synchronous Impedance Curves
In the thesis of Messrs. Harshman and Smith,
University of Illinois, 1911 , entitled "A Study of the
Reactance of an Alternator," the reactance was computed
by the use of the saturation and synchronous impedance
curves. The demagnetizing ampere turns for short circuit
conditions were calculated, and these results subtracted
from the field ampere turns for corresponding currents,
as given on the synchronous impedance curves. Applying
this difference to the saturation curve gives the e.ra.f.
necessary to overcome the I Z drop. From this, the im-

£4
pedance, and hence the self inductive reactance was com-
puted. Further investigation was made by means of a
search coil with its terminals connected to a voltmeter.
In this test the machine was run on short circuit, and
one of the coils between the active windings was used as
a search coil. It is evident that the flux generating
the e.m.f. in this coil is the resultant flux after the
armature reaction has been subtracted. The e.m.f. gener
ated is therefore equal to I Z .
V - GENERAL DISCUSSION
The values obtained by the two latter methods
seem to be low as compared to those obtained by the use
of the stationary impedance tests. Scarcely any definite
rule can be given for the reactance calculation, but the
work done in connection with this thesis would indicate
that the measured values are safe to use. The test must
however, be made upon the machine with the windings con-
nected as for use.
The value, slot inductance, or inductance per
slot, is a rather indefinite quantity, and does not mean
all that the name implies. Inductance per slot is the
total inductance divided by the number of slots, and does
not mean that one slot has a definite inductance.
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SIX WINDINGS IN SERIES
Average Values of Three Readings with Different Currents
r>+
Elect;/.
Degrees.
1NDUCT^MCE //V M/LHEM&^TS
f*i eld'Short Circuited F/e/d Unarc/fed fjeld Excitercf
fcrWi/id/'/to Rtr 5/ot fZ-rW/ndirtf fir5/ot ft(rtynf<i**r &r 5/o+.
3o II. 0* .a>l Ztt.OO I.Z8 JO.SO 5 8
45 11,63 .64 ZZ..10 11. ZO Az-
(oO /3.6>o .15 zz.io /.23 /2.5Z- .71
15 1 b.OO 11 ZO.%0 LIS I5.ZO .845
Ho 17. So ZO.Zo UZ-<7 lb.%0 ff3
/OS m.zo tlJo 110 nm .115
1 ZO Los l1.(t>o J.of l7Mo MS
135 IS. 10 1.0* Zo*o f.ll 17. So ffl
ISO 17.SO .11 Zo.oo /JS Mo.So 13
l<t>5 15.30 JS ZO.io 1.15 14Jo .8Z
ISO lZ4o .72 ZIJO I.Zl IZ.SO .CI
IfS II.Zo MZ zz.oo 1. 22 lo.^o .61
zio 11.10 .(pZ zz.io I.Z7 /o.<=jo .d>l
ZZ5 IZ.dO .U 12% ll.io .(p5
Z40 l4*o Jo ZLoo A/7 13. So .77
zss 11.oo Z0.30 1.(3 IG.IO .81-5
TrreJ'vet-once /n M//henrys m trt Per 5/at
F/e/a/ /°o/es /?errto r^o". 3.00 .444
TABLE III
INDUCTANCE PROM STATIONARY IMPEDANCE

26
THREE WINDINGS IN SERIES
Average Values of Three Readings with Different Currents
Anq/e
in
Eiett'i,
/NDUCTANCE JAsI MILMEMC?V S.
Fie/d ShortCircuited F">eld Uoexcir<sd E/e/d Exerted.
f&r Wmel/hq fcrS/or fcrWmdi/tq &r5/ot &rJ/or
30 1.S5 .87 10.31 1.15 7.33 .SI
45 5.fS M II. 03 I.ZZ 5.11 .4>3
(pO 417 .53 (Z.Zo 1.35 4.5Z .50
15 4.34 At I2..4& /.3ff 4.15 .4(0
4. lb .54 IZ.3I A37 4.(oZ .51
105 (d.0<] M /l.os I.ZZ 5,U<j .6»3
IZo 7.V M 1.15 1.4% .fa
135 10,13 IJZ I0.3O U4 1.5Z 1,0(0
150 IIM LZ<? 10.so A/7 11.14 ;,23
/<o5 /.M /0.35 1.15 II. 11 I.Z4
ISO ll.3b I.Z(o IO.I<7 U3 10.41 I.I 0?
(95 7.0(0 1.00 /o,i3 IJZ £.53 .75
ZIO 7.03 ,7* 10.55 1.17 (0.5(0 .73
Z2.5 ,S<7 i/.si I.ZfS 5.14 .57
Z40 4.4 b ,41 /2.Z3 I.3C 4$o .41
zss 4.4 Z
.4*1 IZ./C A 35 4Z0 .4b
Inductance /n Mt/henrys wtfh Per Winding Per 5fot
E/e/d Po/c& Removed 4.00 4.44
TABLE IV
INDUCTANCE PROM STATIONARY IMPEDANCE

P.7
ONE WINDING ONLY
Average Values of Three Readings with Different Currents
in
E/ecf/l.
1 f^J D U C~TA NCE Ir^l h*1ILM E- /V/?Y\S.
field Short Circuited F/g/d Unstated Field Excited.
Fir Winding Fir Winding Rr5/ot FZrrYiod/nq &rr<5/e>f
3o 2.2^ 2.33 Jt Z.IO .10
45 I. 72 ,64 2,23 .74 hit
loO /.45 Z.08 'Ml 1.55 .5Z
15 ! .03 31 Z.OZ Ml /oz .34
.8? Z.oS MS .21 • 2<7
1 OS M .2/ Z.O60 .67 .81 .27
IZo .«
.2f Z.O+ M .U .27
/35 /.// .37 2.0/ .67 / .04 .35
150 /,55
.52 Z.IO .10 IA5 .4*
\<o5 2.0/ .67 2.2/ .74 1. is .62
ISO 2- .33 .7/ 2.36 .7<? 2. 15 .72
195 2.37 •7f 2.3* .7? Z.Zo .73
2./0 2,/5 .72 2.2^ .76 .66
225 /, 72 .3 7 Z.I5 .72 /MS .54
2^o /.27
.42 Z.01 >7 .40
255 ,?5"
.32 2.05 .Gi Ho .30
Indt/cfarjee /r? Fli Iherjyys with PerIdtnJmq Per 5Jot
F/e/d Po/es rlemo ved
.6 4
TABLE V
INDUCTANCE FROM STATIONARY IMPEDANCE



